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*
Cryptographic protocols play a major role in many applications where data integrity, confidentiality, authenticity and other security-related issues are crucial.
Out of these protocols, the most important and widely studied are confidentiality and authenticity. Confidentiality and authenticity can be done through
encryption and digital signature respectively. Encryption and Digital signature
are some fundamental cryptographic primitives which are useful for stand-alone
applications and for building a variety of security protocols. To design cryptographic protocols are not enough, their security guarantee is also paramount
importance. Therefore, in this report, security weaknesses are identified for
some protocols [4, 11, 12]. We then describe some security protocols for encryption of long confidential message [1] based on RSA cryptosystem and then
describe security analysis of these protocols [5, 6, 7].
We then describe variety digital signatures, like proxy signature [2] (which is
based on Bilinear Pairings) and multi-signature [3] (which is based on composite
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modulus) and then describe their security [5, 8, 10, 9]. In the following, we only
describe an existing security protocols for multi-signature citeDGiri3.
Multi-Signature Scheme. We describe the different phases of the scheme
below:
Setup Procedure. The GCSs select two large primes p and q. The
GCSs select an integer g, 1 < g < pq such that order of g is large. Let
(αi , xi = g αi mod pq) be the private/public key pair of a member Mi .
Partial Signatures Generation. Suppose a group consists of n number
of members Mi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n). Each member Mi chooses a random number
ri , computes ti = gri mod pq and broadcasts ti . Further, each GCSj (j =
r
1, . . . , v) chooses a random number rGCSj , computes tGCSj = g GCSj mod pq
and broadcasts it. These broadcasted messages ti , i = 1, 2, . . . , n and tGCSj ,
j = 1, 2, . . . , v must be accompanied by digital signatures on these by its
individual sender so that other members of the group can verify the identity Q
of the sender.
Each member of the group and each GCS can compute
Qv
n
t = i=1 ti · j=1 tGCSj mod pq. Each member Mi then generates partial signature on the message m as follows:
1. Compute si = H(m, t)αi + ri .
2. Transmit the pair (si , m) as partial signature on m to the GCS to which
Mi is connected.
On receiving (si , m) from Mi , the GCS checks the validity of the partial
H(m,t)
signature on m from the following condition gsi = xi
ti mod pq. If the
above condition is true, the partial signature on m is valid; otherwise it becomes
invalid.
Partial Signatures Aggregation. After validation of all partial signatures, the GCS generates a multisignature on the message as follows:
P
1. Compute s0 = H(m, t)α0 + vj=1 rGCSj mod (p − 1)(q − 1).
P
2. Compute s = ni=0 si mod (p − 1)(q − 1).
3. Transmit multisignature (s, t) on the message m to all member of the
group.
After receiving (s, t) from the GCS, each member of the group checks
Q the validity from the following condition g s = xH(m,t) t mod pq, where x = ni=0 xi mod
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pq. If the condition is true, he confirms that the multisignature is valid; otherwise it is treated as invalid.
Our protocol is summarized below:
We conclude that attacking a scheme is difficult, provided some problems
from number theory is hard to solve.
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